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01.29.2008 | Campus and Community, Faculty  New people:

Admission

Angela S. Jones-Glukhov, associate director of graduate admissions, assists graduate program deans and directors with program recruitment and communications.

Campus Ministry

Kathy Sales serves as caretaker for the Immaculate Conception Chapel, coordinates weddings there and assists in the preparation of liturgies.

Dining Services

Melissa Sexton works in Marycrest as a cook's helper.

Facilities Management

Patricia Carson answers calls, helps visitors and inputs information as an administrative secretary.

Larry Keister, formerly of Delphi Automotive in Kettering, is a groundskeeper.

Financial Aid

Dinah Robinson is associate director of financial aid.

Marian Library

As a graphic design specialist, Cindy Osborne designs Web and print material for library exhibits.

Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering

Ginger Stuck

As senior administrative assistant, Ginger Stuck handles day-to-day operations and coordinates scheduling, purchasing etc. for the department.

President’s Office

Chandra Hightower is assistant to the executive director for board relations and president's office operations.

Public Relations

Cameron Fullam, as assistant director of media relations, works with local and regional media to advance the reputation of the University.

Research Institute

Adam M. Dietz has joined UDRI as a technician.

Patrick Hytla is an image processing engineer.

Justin Moore will be working at Wright-Patterson as an associate research chemist for the smart contact surfaces project.

School of Law

Debra Fritz is enrollment and recruitment coordinator.
Anthony M. DeCerbo

Previously with RCF Information Systems, Anthony M. DeCerbo now helps maintain UD's network.

Jessica D. Schul works as senior administrative assistant.

Christopher S. Wagner, technical support specialist, works in the call center of the UDit Helpdesk.